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133,024,631 The median holding size was 85,259 records

The largest holding size was 32,754,445records

The smallest holding size was 8 records

95,339,185 The median for visible holding size was 68,824 records

The largest visible holding size was 14,520,218 records

n = 133,024,631 n = 95,339,185

108,423 10,184

1,120,217,080 The data providers responded:

The 2016/2017 median for dataset downloads was 397.5

The highest number of downloads for a dataset was 2,619

*after follow up with requester

The median for records downloaded was 469,631

On average, data providers make 91.2% of their holdings visible (the 

average proportion). The median proportion of a dataset that is visible is 

100%, i.e. at least half of the data providers have made their datasets 

100% visible.
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